
EasyQuote Reimagined: The Pioneering UK
Price Comparison Website Relaunches

London, UK – EasyQuote, a trailblazer in the online comparison space, is thrilled to announce its

official relaunch under the new vision of Chris Richards. Originally established before the rise of

mainstream comparison sites, EasyQuote has been revitalised to focus exclusively on insurance,

making it a go-to destination for finding affordable insurance options in the UK.

Chris Richards, who has successfully launched and managed several comparison sites in the

past, leads the revitalisation. “Insurance costs are on an upward trend, which can be

overwhelming for consumers. EasyQuote offers a streamlined solution, making it

straightforward for everyone to find less expensive insurance quickly,” Richards commented.

“We’re excited to bring EasyQuote back to life, leveraging its historical roots with a fresh focus on

insurance.”

EasyQuote stands out by emphasising simplicity and efficiency in insurance shopping. Its user-

friendly platform allows for quick navigation and comparison of insurance quotes, tailored to the

specific needs of each user, ensuring that they receive the best possible cover at competitive

prices.

Key Features of EasyQuote:

Broad Range of Insurance Options: Whether it’s for cars, homes, businesses, or more specialised

needs, EasyQuote provides comprehensive options to fit all types of insurance requirements.

Customised User Experience: Designed with the user in mind, the website offers a

straightforward comparison tool that saves time and reduces the complexity typically associated

with finding the right insurance.

Expert Guidance: Alongside comparison tools, EasyQuote offers insights and guides on selecting

appropriate insurance, understanding policy details, and securing maximum savings.

With its rich history and modern approach, EasyQuote is uniquely positioned to address the

challenges of today’s insurance market, providing valuable support to UK residents facing rising

living costs.

For more information, please visit https://www.easyquote.co.uk/.

About EasyQuote:

Revived by industry veteran Chris Richards, EasyQuote leverages its legacy as one of the first

comparison sites in the UK, now specialising in insurance. The site is dedicated to making the

insurance shopping experience as efficient and user-friendly as possible, helping customers

navigate the complexities of insurance with ease.
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About Easy Quote Comparison Ltd

EasyQuote was launched in 2023 by Chris Richards, who has a successful background in creating

comparison sites for different sectors, most notable energy and insurance. Chris started

EasyQuote with a clear goal; to simplify the process of comparing insurance prices for everyone.

Contact Easy Quote Comparison Ltd

Sentinel House, Ancells Business Park, Harvest Crescent

Fleet

Hampshire GU51 2UZ

United Kingdom

0800 464 7124

Website: https://www.easyquote.co.uk
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